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Abstract Model-based testing relies on a model of the sys-
tem under test. FineFit is a framework for model-based
testing of Java programs. In the FineFit approach, the model
is expressed by a set of tables based on Parnas tables. A
software product line is a family of programs (the products)
with well-defined commonalities and variabilities that are
developed by (re)using common artifacts. In this paper, we
address the issue of using the FineFit approach to support the
development of correct software product lines. We specify a
software product line as a specification product line where
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each product is a FineFit specification of the corresponding
software product. The main challenge is to concisely spec-
ify the software product line while retaining the readability
of the specification of a single system. To address this, we
used delta-oriented programming, a recently proposed flex-
ible approach for implementing software product lines, and
developed: (1) delta tables as a means to apply the delta-
oriented programming idea to the specification of software
product lines; and (2) DeltaFineFit as a novel model-based
testing approach for software product lines.

Keywords Java · Alloy · Software product line · Delta-
oriented programming · Model-based testing · Refinement

1 Introduction

In this paper, we propose a novel model-based testing
approach for software product lines (SPLs). An SPL is a
set of programs (the products) that share significant common
functionality and have well-understood and organized vari-
abilities [1,2]. Our idea is to integrate data-refinement-based
testing into SPL development.

FineFit [3] is an approach for model-based testing of Java
programs which relies on the notion of data refinement [4]
to compare the state of the model with the state of the system
under test (SUT). Data refinement captures the relationship
between an abstract model and its concrete representation.
During the testing process, FineFit must both retrieve abstrac-
tions of the SUT current state and instruct the SUT to perform
operations with specific input. These tasks are supported
by two Java code fragments—the retrieve function and the
driver, respectively. The retrieve function and the driver are
written by FineFit’s users. A prototypical implementation of
the FineFit tool is available [5].
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In the FineFit approach, the structure of the model and
the specification of the system’s operations are given by a set
of tables, based on Parnas tables [6]. Parnas tables organize
expressions, where rows and columns separate an expression
into cases, and each table entry specifies either the result
value for some case or a condition that partially identifies
some case. The strength of the tabular notation is its clear
readability which helps in reducing errors in specifications.

In this paper, we address the problem of using the FineFit
approach to support the development of correct SPLs. Writ-
ing for each product to be tested, a FineFit specification, a
retrieve function, and a driver would be error prone and not
cost-effective. Our idea is to express the specification of an
SPL as a product line, where each product is a FineFit model
(i.e., a set of tables) for the corresponding product (i.e., a Java
program) of the specified SPL.

The main challenge addressed in this paper is to devise
a means to concisely specify the SPL being tested while
retaining the readability of a FineFit specification of a single
system. To this aim, we consider delta-oriented program-
ming (DOP) [7,8] (see also [9], Section 6.6.1), a recently
proposed flexible approach for implementing SPLs. DOP is
an extension of feature-oriented programming (FOP) [10],
a prominent approach for developing SPLs (cf. [9], Sec-
tion 6.1).1 DeltaJ [7,12,13] is the archetypal language for
delta-oriented programming of SPLs of Java programs.

As pointed out in [9], “much of the tremendous power
of features is yet to be unlocked by making features explicit
throughout the entire systems and software lifecycle.” In this
paper, we present DeltaFineFit, a novel model-based test-
ing approach for delta-oriented SPLs. DeltaFineFit integrates
data-refinement-based testing into delta-oriented SPL devel-
opment by ensuring that each product is generated together
with its FineFit model and the suitable driver and retrieve
functions.

DeltaFineFit enables the fully automated testing of all the
products of an SPL. When the number of products is too large,
testing all the products is unfeasible. This could be addressed
by using, e.g., sample-based SPL testing techniques [14–17],
where a subset of products—covering relevant combinations
of features—is generated and tested by applying single-
system testing techniques.

The main contribution of this paper is to introduce the
delta table concept: an approach for deriving a new table
from an existing one, based on the difference (the delta)
between the tables. Delta tables are used to define a notion of
“delta module for FineFit specifications” (i.e., a construct that
describes how to modify the FineFit specification of a prod-
uct to obtain the FineFit specification of another product),
that we call delta-table module. Delta tables are illustrated

1 A straightforward embedding of FOP into DOP is illustrated, e.g.,
in [11].

and evaluated (in terms of their support to conciseness and
readability of SPL specifications) by considering a small SPL
as a case study that is used as a running example throughout
the paper.

A prototypical implementation of DeltaTables, a tool that
generates a FineFit specification by applying a delta-table
module to a FineFit specification, is available at the DeltaFin-
eFit home page [18]. All the tables presented in the paper
that are the result of delta-table application have been auto-
matically generated. The DeltaFineFit tool chain (which will
provide fully automated support to the integrated use of
DeltaTables, DeltaJ, and FineFit) is currently under devel-
opment.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 recalls the FineFit approach for specifying and testing
single Java programs. Section 3 recalls DOP and illustrates,
by using DeltaJ, the SPL example that is used through the
paper. Section 4 introduces delta tables. Section 5 illustrates
DeltaFineFit by means of the SPL introduced in Sect. 3. Sec-
tion 6 evaluates the DeltaFineFit approach. Section 7 reviews
some related work. We conclude in Sect. 8 that also describes
some future directions. “Appendix 1” elaborates on the struc-
ture and the semantics of the FineFit tables. “Appendix 2”
illustrates the algorithm that describes the semantics of delta
tables.

A preliminary version of the material presented in this
paper is briefly outlined in [19]. Here we present a new and a
more flexible notion of delta tables, describe implementation
details, and provide detailed explanations and examples.

2 A recollection of data-refinement testing of Java
programs with FineFit

The data-refinement theory [4] captures the relationship
between an abstract model and its concrete implementation.
The state spaces of the two levels of abstraction are related
by a retrieve function which maps the concrete representa-
tion into the abstract one. When we use data refinement for
testing, the abstract model becomes a test oracle and a source
of test cases for the concrete program.

The FineFit [3,5] model-based (or model-driven) testing
framework uses data refinement to directly compare the state
of the model (the specification) with the state of the SUT.

FineFit helps to understand the testing results and to trace
the reason for any difference between the specification and
the SUT (see [3]). To test a system, the user writes its specifi-
cation as a collection of HTML2 tables (where cells contain
Alloy expressions [20]). The specification of the SUT con-

2 In practice, the tables can be written using any tool that can export its
output to HTML, for example MS Word. FineFit ignores anything that
is not part of an HTML table.
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Fig. 1 FineFit testing procedure. Each abstract state is a Kodkod
Instance object that maps the names of the state variables to relations;
each relation is a set of tuples of atoms. Each abstract activation con-

sists of an operation name and atoms for the input parameters of the
operation. The driver is explained in Sect. 2.3

sists of tables for its basic types (called atoms), for the states
of the SUT, for its invariants, and one table for each oper-
ation provided by the SUT. Each operation table defines an
operation as a predicate on the system states immediately
before and after the operation (similar to how operations are
specified in languages like Z [21]). FineFit uses these pred-
icates in two ways. First, it uses the predicates to test the
behavior of the SUT’s operations. For each operation X , it
applies the corresponding predicate to the SUT’s state, right
after the SUT completes operation X . A false result indicates
a discrepancy between the expected and the actual behaviors.
Second, it uses the predicates to generate test cases by “solv-
ing” each predicate (a solution is an assignment of values
that satisfy the predicate to the state variables and the inputs)
and uses the solutions as test cases. These two capabilities
are implemented with the help of Alloy’s3 Kodkod [22] rela-
tional model finder. We present an example in the rest of this
section; for more details, see [3].

The SUT’s retrieve function is a Java method that trans-
lates the concrete state (of the SUT) into an instance of the
abstract state. The task of implementing the retrieve function
is delegated to the developer—who must know how the data
structures implement the system’s specification. This makes
the testing framework flexible and scalable, since the pro-
grammers can control the parts (i.e., select a subset) of the
system to expose for the purpose of testing, even if the system
is too large or complicated for automatic analysis.

3 Alloy is a general purpose modeling language (in the style of Z) for
reasoning about relational structures with first order logic. It has no
direct concept of system states or operations, and it does not offer any
tool for testing software.

Figure 1 illustrates the testing process of a SUT when
FineFit is used. Before the actual testing process is executed,
FineFit checks the consistency of the model. Then, FineFit
begins the testing process by arbitrarily choosing an oper-
ation and input available in the current state, applying the
corresponding concrete operation to the SUT, and checking
whether the new state corresponds to the operation’s spec-
ification. This process continues until either a discrepancy
is found or until the user decides to stop the process. Dur-
ing testing, FineFit prints a trace that consists of the abstract
snapshots (states) and the operation calls of the SUT. When
a problem is detected, the user can review the entire history
that led to it.

In the following subsections, we demonstrate data-
refinement testing with FineFit by an example of a simple
Java program implementing a photo album, that we call the
Base Album. We begin by describing in Sect. 2.1 the pro-
gram we would like to test. Then, we describe in Sect. 2.2
the FineFit model that is used to test the program. Finally,
in Sect. 2.3, we present the interfaces between FineFit and
the program. These interfaces are used to retrieve the current
program state for analysis in FineFit and to allow FineFit to
apply operations on the program.

2.1 The Java program to be tested

Listing 1 shows the Java code implementing the Base Album.
Informally, the Base Album manages a sequence of photos
and provides operations for adding and viewing photos. It
consists of the class Photo, the interface PhotoAlbum (with
the nested classes PhotoExists and AlbumIsFull), and the
class ArrayPhotoAlbum which implements the interface,
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1 public class Photo {
2 private String image; // represents the bitmap image
3 public Photo(String theImage) {
4 if(theImage == null) throw new
5 IllegalArgumentException("NullImage");
6 image = theImage;
7 }
8 public String getImage() { return image; }
9 public String toString() { return image; }

10 }

1 import java.util.Set;
2 public interface PhotoAlbum {
3 Photo addPhoto(String image);
4 Set<Photo> viewPhotos();
5 public class PhotoExists extends RuntimeException { }
6 public class AlbumIsFull extends RuntimeException { }
7 }

1 import java.util.Set;
2 import java.util.HashSet;
3 public class ArrayPhotoAlbum implements PhotoAlbum {
4 private int size = 0;
5 private Photo [] photoAt;
6 public ArrayPhotoAlbum(int maxSize) {
7 if(maxSize<1) throw new
8 IllegalArgumentException("IllegalSize");
9 photoAt = new Photo[maxSize];

10 }
11 public boolean imageIsInAlbum(String image) {
12 for (int i= 0; i < size; i++) {
13 Photo p = photoAt[i];
14 if (p.getImage().equals(image)) return true;
15 }
16 return false;
17 }
18 public Photo addPhoto(String image) {
19 if(image == null) throw new
20 IllegalArgumentException("NullImage");
21 if(size == photoAt.length) throw new AlbumIsFull();
22 if(imageIsInAlbum(image)) throw new PhotoExists();
23 Photo new_photo = new Photo(image);
24 photoAt[size] = new_photo;
25 size = size + 1;
26 return new_photo;
27 }
28 public Set<Photo> viewPhotos() {
29 Set<Photo> result = new HashSet<Photo>();
30 for (int i= 0; i < size; i++) { result.add(photoAt[i]); }
31 return result;
32 }
33 }

Listing 1: Java 1.5 code implementing the Base Album

providing functionality for adding a photo to the album and
viewing its photos (the methods addPhoto and viewPhotos
of PhotoAlbum, respectively).

2.2 The FineFit model

In order to test a system with FineFit, the developer has to
write a model that specifies the desired behavior of the sys-
tem. A FineFit model consists of relational variables and
invariant predicates that represent the system states and of
predicates that describe the effects of the operations on the
system states. Both the structure (i.e., the state variables and
the invariant predicates) of the model and its operations pred-
icates are written in a tabular form. Formally, a FineFitmodel
(or specification) consists of:

1. a constants table that defines the values of constants used
in the model;

2. an atoms table, listing the name and the scope (i.e, the
maximum number of instances) of each of the atoms (i.e.,
the basic types) used in the model;

3. a number of enumeration tables listing the values of each
enumerated type, where each value has a unique symbolic
name;

4. a state table, listing the name and the type of the variables
representing the state of the model;

5. an invariants table, listing the invariants that the state of
the model must satisfy when the model is created and that
must be preserved by any operation that may be executed
on the model;

6. a number of operation tables representing the operations
of the model.

We name the first five kinds of tables structural tables
(since they represent the structure of the model). The syntax
of the tables of the model is illustrated in Fig. 2. The model
of the Base Album is given in Fig. 3. The expressions used
in the tables are written in Alloy [20], except that we use
variables decorated with “?” and “!” to denote inputs and
outputs, respectively. In most cases, the expressions are self-
explanatory; when needed we provide a short explanation.

2.2.1 Structural tables

We now describe the structural tables of the Base Album
example.

Constant table The constant table contains one constant,
MAX, that specifies the maximal number of photographs in
the album.

Atoms (basic types) table The atoms used in the model of
Base Album are Photo, Int, and Report. Report is an
enumeration type that we use in conjunction with an output
variable to indicate the success or the failure of an operation
(its values are specified by an enumeration table).

The atoms table associates a scope with each atom to deter-
mine its maximal number of instances used during testing.
In the example, we test the system with at most five photos.
Note that the scope is not part of the specification; it is only
used to limit the amount of entities in the test cases. The
scope of the Report type can be safely set to three, because
Report has exactly three instances—one for each constant
in the enumeration table.

Enumeration table The Base Album has an enumeration
table for Report.

It defines Report to be a set of exactly three instances
whose names are given in the table.
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Fig. 2 Model table syntax Constants table syntax Atoms table syntax Enumeration table syntax

Constant name Value
Name1 Value1

...
...

NamenC ValuenC

Atom Scope
Atom1 Number1

...
...

AtomnA NumbernA

Atom
Value1

...
ValuenE

State table syntax Invariants table syntax

State variable Type
var1 Type1

...
...

varnV TypenV

Invariant name Invariant
Name1 AlloyFormula1

...
...

NamenI AlloyFormulanI

Operation table syntax

id(x?:Type,y!:Type)
C{1..}

1 · · · C{..h..}
1 · · · C{..m}

1
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

C{1}
p · · · · · · · · · C{h}

p · · · · · · · · · C{m}
p

varOrOut1 t11 · · · · · · · · · th1 · · · · · · · · · tm1
...

... · · · · · · · · ·
... · · · · · · · · ·

...
varOrOutn t1n · · · · · · · · · thn · · · · · · · · · tmn

Fig. 3 Specification of the
Base Album. Note that the
expression photoAt.add[p?] is
equivalent to the expression
photoAt+(#photoAt→ p?); that
is, it describes the union of two
relations. The content of the
cells in the tables is always free
of side effects; there are no
imperative statements in the
FineFit language

Constants table Atoms table Enumeration table

Constant name Value
MAX 5

Atom Scope
Photo 5
Int 5
Report 3

Report
ALBUM FULL
PHOTO EXISTS
OK

elbatstnairavnIelbatetatS

State variable Type
photoAt seq Photo

Invariant name Invariant
Disjoint #photoAt.elems = #photoAt
BoundedSize #photoAt ≤ MAX

Operation tables

init() true
photoAt none -> none

addPhoto(p?:Photo, #photoAt < MAX #photoAt ≥ MAX
report!:Report) p? !in ran[photoAt] p? in ran[photoAt] true

photoAt photoAt.add[p?] = =
report! OK PHOTO EXISTS ALBUM FULL

viewPhotos(result!: seq Photo) true
result! photoAt.elems
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State table The state table describes the state of the Base
Album by capturing, via the variablephotoAt, the sequence
of photos in the album.

Invariants table Two invariants are needed for the Base
Album: (1) All the album photos are distinct (i.e., each photo
has been added to the album only once), and (2) there are
no more than MAX photos in the album. The first invariant
is specified using the number of photos in the album (recall
that the album is a sequence of photos). This number has to
be equal to the size of the set of all photos in the album.4

2.2.2 Operation tables

A FineFit operation table is a predicate that specifies the
behavior of an operation as a relation between the model’s
state variables before the operation starts (the pre-state) and
after the operation completes (the post-state). It consists of
two major areas: a precondition tree which consists of con-
dition cells (first p rows in the operation table syntax at
the bottom of Fig. 2) and an expression table which con-
sists of variable and value cells (last n rows in the operation
table syntax). The precondition tree consists of predicates
that determine which columns to use in the definition of the
post-state. The expression table is a set of columns, where
each column defines the values of the state variables in the
post-state (given their values in the pre-state) and the val-
ues of the output parameters. For example, the addPhoto
operation of the Base Album (cf. Fig. 3) updates the state
of the photoAt state variable and the report! output
parameter (first column). This operation has three expression
columns—columns two to four in the table. The first expres-
sion column (the second column in the table) is for the case
where the input photop? (of typePhoto) does not appear in
the album and the album is not full, then the photo is added
to photoAt. The next expression column is for the case
where the input photo already appears in the non-full album
(photoAt does not change), and the last expression column
is for the case where the album is full (photoAt does not
change). The value of report! (of type Report) is OK
only in the case that the addPhoto operation indeed added
a new photo to the album. Note that predicates that appear on
top of each other are conjoined, while predicates that appear
side by side represent disjunction. If we consider the pre-
condition part of an operation table (see the operation table
syntax, Fig. 2) as a matrix of p rows and m columns, then

– each of the predicates C {1}
p ..C {m}

p in row p occupies
exactly one cell, and

– each of the predicatesC {1..}
q ..C {..h..}

q ..C {..m}
q in rowq (with

1 ≤ q ≤ p) spans over one or more consecutive cells (a

4 Note that by definition a set does not contain duplicate elements.

predicate that spans over columns j..k is superscripted
by the set { j..k} of the indexes of those columns).

We provide further explanations about the structure and
semantics of operation tables in “Appendix 1.”

In addition to addPhoto, the model of the Base Album
provides the operations viewPhotos and init. The
operation viewPhotos uses elems to return (using
result!) the set of elements in a given sequence (in our
case thephotoAt sequence). Finally, the operationinit—
which corresponds a class constructor in Java—defines the
initial state of the album, demanding that there are no photos
in the album.

The meaning of “=” in a cell of the expression table part
of an operation table (e.g., addPhoto in Fig. 3) is that the
content of the state variable associated with the table row is
left unchanged.

2.3 The retrieve function and the driver

During the testing process, the SUT must provide FineFit
with abstractions of its current state, and FineFit must instruct
the SUT to perform operations with specific inputs. The first
task is supported by a retrieve function and the second by a
driver.5

The retrieve function relates the concrete state of the SUT
(Java code) to the abstract state of the specification. To pro-
vide a retrieve function, the SUT must implement a method
that returns an abstract snapshot (a collection of named sets
of tuples, one for each state variable) of its current state.
For example, in our Base Album application, we have added
the retrieve method illustrated in Listing 2 to the class
ArrayPhotoAlbum (given in Listing 1). The abstract state
is constructed using the State class that is part of the FineFit
library. The class IdMap manages the mapping between the
concrete Java objects and their corresponding abstract atoms.

A driver is needed to connect the SUT with FineFit. It
is responsible for translating the abstract operation calls and
data used by FineFit to the concrete representation of the
SUT, and for translating concrete return values and excep-
tions back to their corresponding abstract atoms. To facilitate
the implementation of the driver, we provide (as a part of
the FineFit library) the base class FineFitDriver. It contains
two maps, one (represented by the field ops) for translat-
ing abstract operation names to concrete operations and one
(represented by the field exceptions) for translating con-
crete exceptions to abstract error codes. Any concrete driver
class, like the PhotoAlbumDriver class for the Base Album

5 In the original paper about FineFit [3], we used the term fixture, which
was borrowed from Fit [23], instead of driver. We think that driver is a
more appropriate term.
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1 import com.finefit.sut.IdMap;
2 import com.finefit.sut.State;

1 public State retrieve() {
2 State state = new State();
3 state.add_state("photoAt", 2);
4 for (int i = 0; i < size; i++) {
5 state.get_state("photoAt").add("" + i,
6 IdMap.instance().obj2atom(photoAt[i]));
7 }
8 return state;
9 }

Listing 2: Required import statements and method implementing the
retrieve function for the Base Album specification (to be inserted in the
class ArrayPhotoAlbum in Listing 1)

1 import java.util.Set;
2 import com.finefit.sut.∗;
3 import com.finefit.sut.FineFitDriver;
4
5 public class PhotoAlbumDriver extends FineFitDriver {
6 private ArrayPhotoAlbum sut;
7 protected void setup_sut() { sut = new ArrayPhotoAlbum(5); }
8 public void init_sut(com.finefit.model.State args) { }
9 public State retrieve() { return sut.retrieve(); }

10 protected void setup_operation_table() {
11 ops.put("addPhoto", new Operation() {
12 public void apply(com.finefit.model.State args,
13 State outputs) throws Exception {
14 String id = args.getArg("p");
15 Photo p = sut.addPhoto(id);
16 IdMap.instance().associate(p, id);
17 } });
18 ops.put("viewPhotos", new Operation() {
19 public void apply(com.finefit.model.State args,
20 State outputs) throws Exception {
21 outputs.add_output("result!", 1);
22 Set<Photo> photos = sut.viewPhotos();
23 for(Photo p : photos) {
24 outputs.get_output("result!")
25 .add(IdMap.instance().obj2atom(p));
26 }
27 } });
28 }
29 protected void setup_exception_table() {
30 exceptions.put("PhotoAlbum$PhotoExists",
31 "PHOTO_EXISTS");
32 exceptions.put("PhotoAlbum$AlbumIsFull",
33 "ALBUM_FULL");
34 }
35 }

Listing 3: Java code implementing the driver for the Base Album

application in Listing 3, has to populate these two maps
with the exceptions and the operations of the SUT. This is
done by defining the methods set_up_operation_table and
set_up_exception_table, respectively. The concrete driver
class has also to define the methods set_up_sut (for creat-
ing the SUT instance), set_init_sut (for performing further
initialization operations that might be needed), and retrieve
(for calling the retrieve method on the SUT). The driver
unpacks the operation names and arguments coming from
FineFit, calls the operation, captures the exceptions thrown
by the operation, converts them into error codes, and returns
(by calling the SUT’s retrieve method) to FineFit the state of
the SUT after the operation has completed.

Fig. 4 Feature model of the Album PL

3 A recollection of delta-oriented programming of
SPLs of Java programs with DeltaJ

DeltaJ is the archetypal language for delta-oriented pro-
gramming of SPLs of Java programs [7]. A prototypical
implementation of DeltaJ that supports Java 1.5, called DeltaJ
1.5, is available [12,13]. In this section, we briefly illustrate
the use of DeltaJ 1.5 in the implementation of a simple prod-
uct line—the Album PL. Each product in the Album PL is
a Java 1.5 program implementing a photo album. This run-
ning example aims at presenting the proposed approach for
integrating refinement-based testing into delta-oriented SPLs
development rather than at providing a realistic case study.

In delta-oriented programming, each product is described
by a set of features, where a feature is an abstract description
of functionality [24]. Figure 4 depicts the feature model6 of
the Album PL as a feature diagram. The feature Base is
mandatory, while all other features are optional. A product
that has the feature Groups requires also the feature Owner.
The Album PL has therefore six products. The product that
has only the Base feature is the Base Album introduced in
Sect. 2.

A DeltaJ product line consists of a code base and a
product-line declaration. The code base (described in Sect.
3.1) consists of a set of delta modules describing modification
to Java programs. The product-line declaration (described in
Sect. 3.2) provides the connection of the delta modules with
the product features; i.e., it specifies which delta modules
must be used to generate each product.

3.1 DeltaJ delta modules

A DeltaJ delta module describes the changes in a given prod-
uct (i.e., a Java program) that are needed to implement other
products (i.e., other Java programs). The alterations inside a
delta module act both at the class/interface level by

– adding or removing a Java compilation unit, that is, an
interface or a class together with a package declaration
and a list of import statements, or

– modifying the package declarations, or
– modifying the import statements;

6 A feature model defines the valid feature configurations of an SPL,
i.e., the feature configurations that describe the products (see, e.g., [24]).
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1 SPL Album {
2 Features = {Base, Remove, Owner, Groups}
3 Deltas = {DBase, DRemove, DOwner, DRemoveAndOwner, DGroups}
4 Constraints { Base & (Groups => Owner); }
5 Partitions {
6 {DBase} when (Base);
7 {DRemove} when (Remove), {DOwner} when (Owner);
8 {DRemoveAndOwner} when (Remove & Owner);
9 {DGroups} when (Groups);

10 }
11 Products {
12 A_Base = {Base};
13 A_Remove = {Base, Remove};
14 A_Owner = {Base, Owner};
15 A_RemoveOwner = {Base, Remove, Owner};
16 A_OwnerGroups = {Base, Owner, Groups};
17 A_OwnerRemoveGroups = {Base, Remove, Owner, Groups};
18 }
19 }

Listing 4: DeltaJ 1.5 product-line declaration for the Album PL

and at the class/interface structure level by

– modifying existing interfaces (i.e., changing the super
interfaces and adding, removing, or modifying method
signatures or nested types), or

– modifying the internal structure of existing classes (i.e.,
changing the super class or the implemented interfaces
and adding, removing, or modifying constructors, fields,
methods, or nested types).

Modifying a method m of a class C means replacing the
method body with a new one. The new body may contain the
call original(· · · ) that is replaced in the generated product
by a call to a new method with a fresh name m’, which has
the same type and body as m before the modification. The
new method m’ is added to the class C when the product is
generated.7

3.2 DeltaJ product-line declaration

Listing 4 illustrates the declaration for the Album PL.
The product-line declaration:

– Lists the product features.
– Lists the delta modules.
– Describes the set of valid feature configurations by means

of propositional constraints over the set of features (see
e.g., [24]). For each feature ϕ in the set {ϕ} of the product-
line features, we introduce a propositional variable with
the same name. A propositional formula P characterizes
a set of feature configurations Ψ ⊆ P({ϕ}) if and only if,
for every feature configuration {ψ} ∈ Ψ , the formula P is

7 This mechanism is similar to the Super(…) call of FOP [10] and
to the around advice and proceed mechanisms of aspect-oriented pro-
gramming (AOP)—see, e.g., [7,25] for a comparison between DOP and
AOP.

true when the variables in {ψ} are true and the variables in
{ϕ}\{ψ} are false. The propositional formula in Listing 4
(Base & (Groups ⇒ Owner)) represents the six valid
feature configurations described by the feature diagram
(Fig. 4).

– Describes the relation between delta modules and fea-
tures by means of a totally ordered set of constraints
called partitions. A partition consists of a set of when-
clauses. When-clauses in the same partition are separated
by a comma, and the end of each partition is indicated by
a semicolon. Consider p ≥ 1 partitions, such that the i-
th partition contains qi ≥ 1 delta clauses Si, j when Pi, j
(1 ≤ i ≤ p and 1 ≤ j ≤ qi ). Each when-clause consists
of a set of delta module names Si, j , followed by thewhen
keyword and by a propositional formula over features
Pi, j . The sets of delta module names Si, j are pairwise dis-
joint, and their union consists of all the delta modules of
the SPL (i.e., the set of sets of delta module names {Si, j |
1 ≤ i ≤ p and 1 ≤ j ≤ qi } represents a partition of the
delta module set of the SPL).8 The formula Pi, j (called
the application condition of the delta modules in Si, j )
describes for which feature configurations the delta mod-
ules must be applied. Only valid feature configurations
(according to the feature model) may be used for product
generation—hence, the application conditions must be
read by assuming that the formula describing the set of
valid feature configurations holds. Delta modules in the
same partition can be applied in any order, whereas the
order between partitions must be respected. The ordering
allows the designer to enforce semantic requires-relations
that are necessary for the applicability of the delta mod-
ules.

– Declares some products that can be generated by giving a
name to the associated feature configurations (this allows
developers to disable the generation of some products
without changing the set of valid feature configurations).

According to the Album PL declaration in Listing 4:
The features and the valid feature configurations are those
described by the feature model in Fig. 4. The delta modules
DBase, DRemove, DOwner, and DGroups are associ-
ated with the featuresBase,Remove,Owner, and Groups,
respectively; moreover, when the two features Remove and
Owner have to be realized, also the delta moduleDRemove-
AndOwner must be applied. All the products corresponding
to the six valid feature configurations can be generated.

The delta module DBase (Listing 5) introduces the class
Photo, the interface PhotoAlbum, and the class ArrayPho-
toAlbum representing the product which has only the Base

8 In DeltaJ 1.5, each constraint “Si,1 when Pi,1, . . . , Si,qi when
Pi,qi ;” is called “partition,” since the set of sets of delta module names
{Si, j | 1 ≤ j ≤ qi } is a partition of ∪1≤ j≤qi Si, j .
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1 delta DBase {
2 adds { package it.unito.Album; /∗ Same as in Listing 1 (top) ∗/ }
3 adds { package it.unito.Album; /∗ Same as in Listing 1 (middle)∗/ }
4 adds { package it.unito.Album; /∗ Same as in Listing 1 (bottom)∗/ }
5 }

Listing 5: Code base of the Album PL: delta module DBase

1 delta DRemove {
2
3 modifies it.unito.Album.PhotoAlbum {
4 adds public void removePhoto(int location);
5 }
6
7 modifies it.unito.Album.ArrayPhotoAlbum {
8 adds public void removePhoto(int location) {
9 if ((location < 0) || (size <= location))

10 throw new IllegalArgumentException("IllegalLocation");
11 photoAt[location] = photoAt[size−1];
12 photoAt[size−1] = null;
13 size = size −1;
14 }
15 }
16
17 }

Listing 6: Code base of the Album PL: delta module DRemove

1 delta DOwner {
2
3 adds { package it.unito.Album;
4 class User {
5 ... /∗ Fields, constructor, methods ∗/
6 }
7 }
8
9 modifies it.unito.Album.PhotoAlbum {

10 adds public void login(String name, String password);
11 adds public void logout();
12 adds nested { public class AlreadyLogged extends
13 RuntimeException {} }
14 adds nested { public class AuthFailed extends
15 RuntimeException {} }
16 adds nested { public class NotAuthorized extends
17 RuntimeException {} }
18 adds nested { public class OwnerNotLoggedIn extends
19 RuntimeException {} }
20 }
21
22 modifies it.unito.Album.ArrayPhotoAlbum {
23
24 ... /∗ Adds imports, adds fields, modifies constructor, adds methods ∗/
25
26 modifies addPhoto(String image) {
27 if (!isOwnerLoggedIn()) throw new OwnerNotLoggedIn();
28 return original(image);
29 }
30 }
31
32 }

Listing 7: Code base of the Album PL: delta module DOwner

feature (cf. Sect. 2.1). The delta module DRemove (List-
ing 6) introduces the Remove feature which enables to
remove a photo from the album. The delta module DOwner
(Listing 7) introduces the Owner feature which protects the
photo album by enabling only the owner (who has to login) to
modify the album. The delta module DRemoveAndOwner
(Listing 8) introduces the code needed to handle the combi-

1 delta DRemoveAndOwner {
2
3 modifies it.unito.Album.ArrayPhotoAlbum {
4 modifies removePhoto(int location) {
5 if (!isOwnerLoggedIn()) throw new OwnerNotLoggedIn();
6 original(location);
7 }
8 }
9

10 }

Listing 8: Code base of the Album PL: delta module DRemove-
AndOwner

1 delta DOwner {
2
3 adds { package it.unito.Album;
4 /∗ Imports ∗/
5 class Groups {
6 ... /∗ Fields, constructor, methods ∗/
7 }
8 }
9

10 modifies it.unito.Album.Photo {
11 ... /∗Adds a field (group) and two methods (getGroup
12 and setGroup) ∗/
13 }
14
15 modifies it.unito.Album.PhotoAlbum {
16 adds public User updateUser(String name, String password);
17 adds public Group updateGroup(String name,
18 Set<String> memberNames);
19 adds public void removeUser(String name);
20 adds public void removeGroup(String name);
21 adds public void updatePhotoGroup(int location,
22 String groupName);
23 adds nested { public class MissingUser extends
24 RuntimeException {} }
25 adds nested { public class MissingUsers extends
26 RuntimeException {} }
27 adds nested { public class MissingGroup extends
28 RuntimeException {} }
29 adds nested { public class RemoveOwnerGroup extends
30 RuntimeException {} }
31 adds nested { public class RemoveOwner extends
32 RuntimeException {} }
33 }
34
35 modifies it.unito.Album.ArrayPhotoAlbum {
36 ... /∗ Adds fields, modifies constructor, modifies methods,
37 adds methods ∗/
38 }
39
40 }

Listing 9: Code base of the Album PL: delta module DGroups

nation of the optional features DRemove and DOwner. The
delta module DGroups (Listing 9) introduces a further level
of protection by requiring the owner to create users and to
associate with each photo the group of users that can view it.
The complete code of the delta modules of the Album PL is
available at the DeltaFineFit home page [18].

3.3 DeltaJ generation of the products

A product is valid if it corresponds to a valid feature configu-
ration. The product generation mapping is the mapping that
associates each valid feature configuration to the correspond-
ing product (i.e., the Java program obtained by applying the
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delta modules with a satisfied when-clause to the empty pro-
gram). This mapping may be partial (since a non-applicable
delta module may be encountered during product generation,
resulting in an undefined product) and ambiguous (since, for
a given feature consideration, two different orders of the delta
modules that are compatible with the order of the partitions
may generate two different products).

A delta module is applicable to a Java program if suitable
syntactic conditions are satisfied. For example,

– each class or interface to be added does not exists;
– each class or interface to be removed or modified exists;
– for every interface to be modified, each method to be

added does not exist and each method to be removed
exists; and

– for every class to be modified, each method or field to be
added does not exist, each method or field to be removed
exists, and each method to be modified exists and has the
same signature as in the method-modify operation.

A suitable type system could guarantee that if a DeltaJ
product line is well typed, then its product generation map-
ping is total and unambiguous and all its products are well-
typed Java programs. Such a type system has been formalized
for the minimal core calculus Imperative Featherweight
Delta Java (IF�J) [7]. However, it is not yet implemented
in DeltaJ 1.5 [12,13], where the products are generated by
considering delta modules in the order in which they occur
in the product-line declaration,9 and most type errors in the
products are detected only when the product is generated.

3.4 Delta-oriented SPL development

Delta-oriented programming is a transformational approach
for the development of SPLs [26]. For instance, it supports
developing an SPL by starting from at least one complete
product, called the core product, and writing program trans-
formations (the delta modules) that specify changes to be
applied to the core product in order to implement other prod-
ucts. In the following, we use the phrase core delta module
to refer to a delta module that when applied to the empty
product generates the code of a complete product.

The main advantage of transformational approaches over
compositional ones (such as, e.g., FOP [10,27–29]) is that
when developing an SPL starting from a set of core prod-
ucts, the latter approaches require to begin from simple
products (implementing minimal sets of features) to be
extended in order to implement the other products. Instead,
DOP supports also developing an SPL starting from com-
plex products (implementing arbitrary large sets of features)
and transforming them into simpler products by removing

9 Thus, ruling out ambiguity.

1 SPL Album {
2 Features = ... /∗ Same as in Listing 4 ∗/
3 Deltas = ... /∗ Same as in Listing 4 ∗/
4 Constraints {... /∗ Same as in Listing 4 ∗/ }
5 Partitions {
6 {Dall} when (Base);
7 {DnoGroups} when (!Groups);
8 {DnoOwner} when (!Owner);
9 {DnoRemove} when (!Remove);

10 }
11 Products { ... /∗ Same as in Listing 4 ∗/ }
12 }

Listing 10: DeltaJ 1.5 product-line declaration for the complex-core
implementation of the Album PL

features (see [8,11]). More general, DOP is well suited to
support the following SPL development approaches: proac-
tive (i.e., all reusable artifacts are planned and developed
in advance), reactive (i.e., only a basic set of products is
planned and developed—when new customer requirements
arise, the existing SPL is evolved), and extractive (i.e., turning
a set of existing applications into an SPL); whereas FOP sup-
ports only the proactive approach. Note that the simple-core
approach roughly corresponds to the proactive approach,
while the complex-core approach may be seen as a particular
case of the extractive approach. Proactive SPL development
is the most appealing choice from the quality point of view.
However, it requires a high upfront investment. Krueger [30]
proposed therefore the reactive and extractive approaches to
reduce the adoption barrier for SPL engineering.

The implementation of the Album PL illustrated above
follows the simple-core approach. Listing 10 illustrates the
SPL declaration of an implementation of the Album PL that
follows the complex-core approach. The delta modules (their
code is available in the DeltaFineFit home page [18]) are
such that Dall introduces the code of the product with all
the features, while DnoGroups, DnoOwner, and DnoRe-
move remove the code that implements the featuresGroups,
Owner, and Remove, respectively.

4 Delta-oriented specification of SPLs

In this section, we describe delta tables, a concept that we
have developed and used to derive tabular specifications of
products by specifying the difference between the product
specifications.

4.1 Delta tables and delta-table modules

In Sect. 2.2, we have described the tables used by the FineFit
model. We refer to them hereafter as ordinary tables. Figure 2
presents the structure of each ordinary table. The idea of delta
tables is to derive a new table from an existing one, based on
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the difference (the delta) between the tables. This difference
is provided in an easily readable way.

A delta table is recognized by its name (the upper-left cell),
which is preceded with the Δ symbol. Delta tables have the
same structure as the ordinary tables, yet their cells may con-
tain delta operators (namely, match “∗,” remove “−,” insert
“�,” and replace “∗�”). Let us denote the set of ordinary
tables by TO and the set of delta tables by TΔ. A delta table tΔ
can be applied to an ordinary table to, written as apply(to, tΔ),
resulting in a new ordinary table. That is, apply is a function
apply : TO × TΔ → TO ∪ ε, where ε denotes an empty
(non-existent) table in the case that the table is removed by the
application. Following is an example of a delta-table appli-
cation which yields a resulting table (to be explained later).
We use the infix notation: TO apply TΔ.

f(x) x < 0 x ≥ 0
y x x
z 1 0

apply
Δf(x) x < 0 x ≥ 0

y ∗�-x ∗
− − −

yields

f(x) x < 0 x ≥ 0
y -x x

A delta-table module (DTM) is a set of delta and non-
delta tables. Delta-table modules specify the changes to
the FineFit specification of a product that are needed to
obtain the specification of another product (i.e., another
set of tables). For this we introduce the function Apply :
P(TO) × P((TO ∪ TΔ)) → P(TO), where P(TO) and
P(TΔ) denote sets of tables.

To define theApply function, we must distinguish between
a table and its name, since when overriding a table a with a
table b the tables may be different, i.e., a 
= b, yet they
must share the same name, e.g., specify the same operation.
Let t̄ denote the name of table t and T̄ denote the set of
all table names of the set of tables T . A delta-table module
B ∈ P((TO ∪ TΔ)) is applied to a FineFit specification A ∈
P(TO) as follows:

Apply(A, B)

=
⋃

a∈A,b∈B

⎧
⎨

⎩

{a} if ā /∈ B̄
{b} if b ∈ TO
{apply(a, b)} if b ∈ TΔ,Δā = b̄ and apply(a, b) 
= ε

The three different cases are: (case 1) tables in original table
set that are not present in the DTM are copied to the result-
ing set of tables; (case 2)10 ordinary tables of the DTM are
copied to the resulting table (and may overwrite tables from
the original set A); and (case 3) if a table is marked with
the Δ symbol, then it is a delta table and it is applied to
the corresponding table in the original set. When apply(a, b)

10 Note that tables satisfying this case do not satisfy case 1.

returns ε, a is effectively removed. Note that multiple condi-
tions may be satisfied simultaneously; in this case, all tables
whose conditions are satisfied are included.

The first version of delta tables, as proposed in [19], is
capable of describing in a concise and an intuitive way the
modification of value and variable cells and the refinement
of condition cells.

The latter means that subconditions can be introduced
below existing condition cells of a table. We realized, how-
ever, that this condition refinement is not sufficient for
handling all modifications that are necessary in practice, as
it is often required to change the condition hierarchy in a
more complex way. We have investigated several syntac-
tic notations, for example dividing the condition cells into
sections with different semantics of applications. Those nota-
tions, however, either have been complex or their application
process was hard to understand.

The challenge of defining transformations on Parnas tables
results from the fact that Parnas tables have both a tabular and
a hierarchical structure. When defining operations, we have
to decide whether the tables should be treated as matrices or
as trees. We found that embedding a matrix in a tree is easier
than the other way around, and it allows us to define basic
operations that are applicable to all kinds of tables and to all
kinds of cells. In particular, these operations allow a concise
treatment of hierarchical conditional cells which is the most
difficult feature to design. These operations are defined by
the apply function that is introduced in Sect. 4.2. To handle
also the matrix structure of the tables in a concise way and to
provide also abbreviations and convenience rules for the user,
we define another function–“prepare,” which is described in
Sect. 4.3. A strength of the approach is that it has one core
algorithm that is relatively small and is recursively and uni-
formly applied on all kinds of cells of the table. Furthermore,
the same algorithm is applied to all kinds of tables in our
framework.

4.2 Hierarchical representation of tables and operations
of delta tables

Delta tables have the same syntax as the tables shown in
Fig. 2. However, their cells may contain special symbols
representing operations that are executed by the apply func-
tion. The operations and their corresponding symbols are:
match “∗,” remove “−,” insert “�,” and replace “∗ �.” In
order to deal with the condition hierarchy of operation tables,
the apply function treats tables as ordered trees rather than as
matrices and traverses them recursively from top to bottom.
Consider, for example, the table foo and its encoding as a
tree (Fig. 5). The columns of the table are the branches of
the tree. A table cell c1 which is located directly below cell
c0 is a child of c0 in the tree representation. If c0 spans sev-
eral cells, e.g., c1, . . . , ck , those cells are children of c0. The
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Fig. 5 Table foo and its tree
structure representation (used
for explanations)

foo A B
C D E F

x 1 2 3 4
y i ii iii iv

<root>

foo

x

y

A

C

1

i

D

2

ii

B

E

3

iii

F

4

iv

order of siblings must be the same as in the table. Implicitly,
there also is present a < root > cell, whose children are the
top-level cells of the table. Note that each cell represents a
tree, namely the subtree which has the cell as its root. Hence,
the entire tree is represented by the < root > cell.

In the following, we define the apply function and respec-
tively the semantics of the delta-table operations which are
interpreted by this function. We use the infix notation of
apply and write A to represent a cell with content A.
The notation

c0: C
c1 . . . ck

represents a node c0 with value C and with subnodes
c1, . . . , ck .11 The values of ci are denoted by op(ci ). We
omit writing “c0 :” when possible. Given a table to and a
delta table tΔ, to apply tΔ yields a resulting table tr by simul-
taneously traversing the structures of to and tΔ.

In “Appendix 2,” we provide the algorithm of the apply
function and additional details. Here we present a more intu-
itive definition, using graphical notation and examples.

4.2.1 Definition of apply : TO × TΔ → TO

For each table to ∈ TO with content A and subnodes
o1, . . . , om , and for each tΔ ∈ TΔ with subnodes d1, . . . , dn
and operation δ = op(tΔ) where δ ∈ {∗,−,�, ∗ �},
to apply tΔ is defined inductively over the tree structure rep-
resentation of the tables.

– Case “∗”: The match operator acts as a placeholder that
matches any cell and copies it to the resulting table.

o0 : A
o1 . . . om

apply
∗

d1 . . . dn
yields

A
r1 . . . rn

The branches r1, . . . , rn of the resulting table are defined
as:

11 The bottom line of the cells is removed to indicate that ci represents
a subtree rather than the content of a cell.

ri := if op(di ) 
= “ � ” then apply(o j , di ) else apply(o0, di ),

(1)

where � is the insert operator, j = min(i,m), and op(di )
denotes the delta-table operator of node di .

Remark 1 The same definition of ri applies to all the other
cases below. Formally, the definition of ri is the inductive
step of the definition of apply, but it is presented here in the
interest of readability.

Remark 2 When the leaf of the condition structure in the
delta table is a match operator and the original table’s hierar-
chy, however, has further subconditions at this position, then
the match operator is applied also to the subconditions of the
original table. For example, if the delta table has only one con-
dition cell and it is marked with “∗,” then the entire condition
hierarchy of the original table is copied to the resulting table.

The placeholder can also be used as a subexpression of a
bigger expression, but then it must be embedded in braces
“(∗),” as in the following example:

x apply (∗) + y yields x + y

– Case “−”: The remove operator matches any cell content
A and removes the cell from the resulting table.

A
o1 . . . om

apply
−

d1 . . . dn
yields

r1 . . . rn

The following example combines operations. The first
operation removes a cell (i.e., it is not copied to the resulting
table), whereas the second copies the cell into the resulting
table.

A
D

apply
−
∗ yields D

– Case “�”: The insert operator inserts a cell cins at the
position of the current cell ci of the original table. The
apply function proceeds on subsequent cells as if ci and
all its siblings, c1, . . . , ci , . . . , cn , are children of cins .
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The insert operation is defined partially by the follow-
ing schema and partially by the recursive step described
above (Eq. 1).

A
o1 . . . om

apply
�I

d1 . . . dn
yields

I
r1 . . . rn

The following example presents the case where cins has a
subsequent cell:

A apply
�I
∗ yields

I
A

We now demonstrate the case where cins has several subse-
quent cells:

A1 . . . An apply
�I

∗ . . . ∗ yields

I
A1 . . . An

Multiple insert operations can be applied to the current
cell of the original table. This results in several subbranches
such that the children c1, . . . , cn of c0 occur on each sub-
branch. This is the desired behavior for refining conditions.
For example,

A
C D

apply
∗

�I �J
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

yields

A
I J

C D C D

– Case “∗�”: The replace operation replaces the current
cell of the original table with the cell of the delta table.
This operation can be simulated by a combination of
remove and insert operations; introducing it, however,
greatly improves readability. For example,

A
o1 . . . om

apply
∗�X

d1 . . . dn
yields

X
r1 . . . rn

If the replace operation cannot be applied because the
original table does not contain a cell at the current position
(e.g., it is at the end of the branch), the operation is changed
to an insert operation.

Let us demonstrate the application of a delta table that con-
sists of one column and contains all the described operators.
The apply function simultaneously traverses both the original
and the delta tables from top to bottom and applies the delta-
table operators. For convenience, we write the recursion step
numbers of the apply function left to the cells.

1: A
2,3: C

4: 1
5: i
6: w

apply

1: *
2: �I
3: ∗
4: ∗�D
5: −
6: ∗

yields

1: A
2: I
3: C
4: D
6: w

Here we show the application of a hierarchical delta table
with several columns (branches):

A
C D
1 2
i ii

apply

∗
�I �J

− ∗ ∗ −
− ∗ ∗�X −
− ∗ ∗�Y −

yields

A
I J
D C
2 X
ii Y

Note that the apply function treats columns independently
and does not prevent vertical misalignment. Delta tables
have to be written in such way that the desired outcome
is generated, e.g., Parnas tables. The next section describes
techniques that help writing delta tables.

4.3 Preprocessing rules

The apply function defined in the previous section takes care
of the hierarchical nature of Parnas tables and provides a
simple-core transformation that is uniformly applied to all
cells. Here we introduce the prepare function, which takes
care of the tabular12 nature of Parnas tables and defines a set
of rules that simplify writing and reading of delta tables. The
prepare function acts as a transformation layer on top of the
apply function; i.e., it compiles a delta table with abbrevia-
tions and higher-level constructs into a delta table that uses
only the basic operations.

The preprocessing rules are defined by the function
prepare : TO × TΔ → TΔ which takes as parameters an
ordinary table and a delta table and returns a resulting delta
table. The resulting delta table is used as input to the apply
function, as has been defined in the previous section. The
function apply′ : TO × TΔ → TO ∪ ε is the composition of
the apply : TO × TΔ → TO ∪ ε and the prepare functions
and is defined as:

12 Unlike the apply function, the prepare function is aware of the row-
alignment of cells in a table and provides special treatment for different
kinds of cells.
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apply′(to, tΔ) = apply(to, prepare(to, tΔ)) (2)

for all to ∈ TO and tΔ ∈ TΔ. The function Apply′ :
P(TO)×P((TO ∪ TΔ)) → P(TO) which applies a delta-
table module on a set of ordinary tables is similar to the
function Apply that is described in Sect. 4.1, but uses the
function apply′ rather than apply.

In the following, we informally describe the prepare func-
tion with a set of rules that must be applied in the given order.
Some of the rules do not depend on a particular ordinary
table, and in this case we omit the ordinary table (i.e., we
omit writing the first argument).

Rule 1 When the delta table contains a cell with no asso-
ciated operation, ∗ � is the default operation. Thus, in
principle the user does not have to use the ∗� symbol.
However, the user should write ∗ � explicitly when a
cell’s content is changed to indicate that it is not just
overwritten with the same content.
Recall that ∗� can behave like an insert operation (from
the definition of apply in Sect. 4.2.1). Hence, depending
on the position of ∗� and its content it can replace a cell,
keep a cell (by replacing it with the same content), or
insert a cell.
The leading Δ symbol is removed from the name of the
delta table to match the name with the original table.
Rule 2 If all cells below a condition cell or a name cell c
contain the remove operation, c is removed as well. For
example:13

ΔT
A

B C
D − F G

x − 2 − −
y − ii − −

prepare yields

∗�T
∗�A

∗�B −
− − − −

∗�x − ∗�2 − −
∗�y − ∗�ii − −

The first rule is applied here and is responsible for adding
the ∗� operations. The cells A and B are not removed
because cells exist below them which are not removed,
namely 2 and i i .
This rule enables the user to remove a column of value
cells and the corresponding conditions, without having to
write “−” in the condition cells. This makes it easier to
see which condition is removed. Furthermore, this rule

13 Recall that the row span of the name cell defines that the first three
rows of the example are condition rows and the other rows contain
variable and value cells.

enables to remove an entire table T from the DTM by
writing:

ΔT
−

In order to remove all cells of the table except for the
name cell, the user may write ΔT .
Rule 3 A variable cell may contain a set of variables.
These are expanded by the preprocessing step into a set
of rows, one for each variable. For instance:

Given
ΔT A B

{x, y} 1 3
, prepare yields

∗� T ∗� A ∗� B
∗� x ∗� 1 ∗� 3
∗� y ∗� 1 ∗� 3

Rule 4 The user may write ∗ in a variable cell in order
to refer to all variables of the original table that are not
explicitly mentioned in the delta table. A row that con-
tains the ∗ operator in its variable cell is called a default
row. Only one default row may be specified. A default
row is added for each variable not mentioned in the vari-
able cells of the delta table.14 For instance, given

T A B
x 1 3
y 2 4

and
ΔT A B
∗ − ∗
z − 6

prepare yields

∗�T − ∗�B
∗ − ∗
∗ − ∗

∗�z − ∗�6

The actual delta table that is applied in the following
example is, hence, the one above, as created by the pre-
processing. Recall that according to the definition of
apply, the replace operations in the last row of this exam-
ple behave like insert operations.

T A B
x 1 3
y 2 4

apply′
ΔT A B
∗ − ∗
z − 6

yields

T B
x 3
y 4
z 6

Rule 5When no default row is specified in the delta table,
rows of the original tables with variable names that do not
occur in the delta table are copied to the resulting table.
This is achieved by filling the cells of the row with the

14 This includes variables checked by the conditional operator.
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match (*) operation, except for those cells corresponding
to columns that are removed by the delta table. A column
of a delta table is removed if all its value or variable cells
contain the remove operation. For instance, given

T A B
x 1 3
y 2 4

and
ΔT A B
z − 6

, prepare yields

∗�T − ∗�B
∗ − ∗
∗ − ∗

∗�z − ∗�6

Hence:

T A B
x 1 3
y 2 4

apply′ ΔT A B
z − 6

yields

T B
x 3
y 4
z 6

Rule 6 Here we introduce the conditional remove opera-
tor X :− which may be used only in the left most column
of a table. The operator applies a remove operation to
the first occurrence of a cell with content X . If such a
cell does not exist in the original table, the entire row
of the delta table with the X :− operator is ignored. For
example:

Given

A
B
C
D
E

and
C :−

∗ , prepare yields

∗
∗
−
∗
∗

The ∗ operator below C:− works as a default row (see
Rule 4) and is needed to keep all the other cells. Without
the ∗ operator, rule 2 treats C:− simply as a remove
operation and the entire column would be removed in
this example.
Hence:

A
B
C
D
E

apply′ C :−
∗ yields

A
B
D
E

The purpose of the conditional remove operator is to
provide a convenient notation to remove cells from an
enumeration table.
Rule 7 Rows of the delta table with variable and value
cells are sorted such that the variables names match those

of the original table.15 Thus, the user does not have to pay
attention to the exact order of variables but only to their
names. Rows of the delta table with additional variables
(that do not exist in the original table) are appended at
the end. For example:

Given
T A
x 1
y 2

and

ΔT A
y 3
z 4
x 5

, prepare yields

∗�T ∗�A
∗�x ∗�5
∗�y ∗�3
∗�z ∗�4

Note that the ∗ � operation is used as the default one
due to rule 1. This has the effect that the value cells of
corresponding rows are overwritten with values from the
delta table, and rows defining new variables are added to
the resulting table. For example:

T A B
x 1 3
y 2 4

apply′
ΔT A B
y 5 ∗
z 6 7
x ∗ 8

yields

T A B
x 1 8
y 5 4
z 6 7

Rule 8 When all value cells in a row are removed, also
the variable cell of that row is removed. This provides an
intuitive way to remove variables. For instance:

Given
ΔT A B

x − −
y 5 6

, prepare yields

∗�T ∗�A ∗�B
− − −

∗�y ∗�5 ∗�6

Hence:

T A B
x 1 3
y 2 4

apply′
ΔT A B

x − −
y 5 6

yields

T A B
y 5 6

Rule 9The insert operation has been defined in a way that
enables refinement of conditions (see Sect. 4.2). Recall
that if a cell cins is inserted at the subtree where the

15 Rows with conditional remove operators are also moved to the right
place by this rule, i.e., where the content of a cell matches the condition.
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corresponding original subtree has cells c1, . . . , cn , then
c1, . . . , cn are treated as children of cins for subsequent
operations.
For example:

A1 A2 apply′ �I �J
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ yields

I J
A1 A2 A1 A2

The above example is problematic if A1 is a name cell;
i.e., it contains the table’s name, and I and J are condition
cells. In this case, the name cell A1 becomes a child of
the condition cells I and J which clearly is wrong.

foo() true
x y

apply′
�y < 0 �y ≥ 0
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

yields

�y < 0 �y ≥ 0
foo() true foo() true

x y x y

Hence, in order to obtain a well-formed operation table
(Sect. 2.2.2), the first column below the inserted condi-
tion cell must be removed when refining the top-level
conditions of a table. To release the user from this task
and to improve readability of the tables, the following
preprocessing rule is applied. If c is a top-level table cell,
i.e., a child of the root node, containing an insert opera-
tion (say �C), then given:

c: �C
op1 … opn

prepare yields

c: �C
− op1 … opn

where op1 . . . opn are delta operations. Once this rule is
used, the delta application in the following example is
correct:

foo() true
x y

apply′ foo()
�y < 0 �y ≥ 0

∗ ∗
x -y ∗

yields

foo()
y < 0 y ≥ 0
true true

x -y y

The “true” has not been removed for demonstration pur-
pose, though it easily can be removed using the remove
operation above or below the insert operation. Another
possibility to remove the cells with the “true” condition

is to use the remove operation instead of the insert oper-
ation. This works despite the fact that the second remove
operation does not have a corresponding cell in the orig-
inal table.

5 Specifying and testing the Album PL with
DeltaFineFit

In this section, we outline how to specify and test a delta-
oriented SPL using DeltaFineFit. First (in Sect. 5.1), we
illustrate how to write the DeltaFineFit specification. Then
(in Sect. 5.2), we show how to extend a DeltaJ SPL in order to
generate for each product a version of the product equipped
with the code for using FineFit. Finally (in Sect. 5.3), we
outline how DeltaFineFit can be used effectively to test an
SPL.

5.1 DeltaFineFit specification

A DeltaFineFit specification of an SPL is a product line where
each product is a FineFit specification of a Java program
(cf. Sect. 2.2). It consists of a product-line declaration and
a set of delta-table modules. Delta-table modules are sets of
delta and non-delta tables (cf. Sect. 4.1), and a DeltaFineFit
product-line declaration is a DeltaJ product-line declaration
where delta-table modules are used instead of delta modules.
Notably, a DeltaJ product-line declaration can be understood
as a DeltaFineFit product-line declaration by providing a
one-to-one mapping between delta-table modules and delta
modules.

The DeltaFineFit generation procedure is analogous to
the DeltaJ 1.5 generation procedure of a Java program (out-
lined in Sect. 3.3): given a valid feature configuration the
DTMs with a satisfied when-clause are applied to the empty
FineFit specification in the order in which they appear in
the DeltaFineFit product-line declaration. This procedure
describes a mapping that associates each valid feature con-
figuration to the corresponding FineFit specification, and this
mapping may be partial.

The tables describing the model of the Base Album (see
Fig. 3) can be seen as the DTMBase delta-table module
that when applied to the empty abstract model produces the
model of the Base Album. The other DTMs of the Album
PL specification are listed in Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9. The delta-
table module DTMRemove (Fig. 6) specifies the Remove
feature which enables to remove a photo from the album.
The delta-table module DTMOwner (Fig. 7) specifies the
Owner feature which protects the photo album by enabling
only the owner (who has to login) to modify the album. The
DTMRemoveAndOwner delta-table module (Fig. 8) intro-
duces the needed modifications to specify the combination
of the two optional features Remove and Owner. The delta-
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Fig. 6 Delta-table module
DTMRemove: It enables to
remove a photo from the album

removePhoto(l?:Int, l? in dom[photoAt] l? !in dom[photoAt]
report!:Report)

photoAt photoAt.delete[l?] =
report! OK NO PHOTO

Δ Report
NO PHOTO

Fig. 7 Delta-table module
DTMOwner (it contains a
delta-atoms table, a
delta-elements table, a
delta-state table, two operation
tables, and one delta-operation
table): Only the owner can add a
photo

ΔAtom Scope
Name 4

Password 4

Δ Report
AUTH FAILED
ALREADY IN

ΔState variable Type
ownerName Name

ownerPassword Password
loggedIn set Name

ΔInvariant name Invariant
AtMostOneLoggedIn lone loggedIn

Δ init(n?:Name, p?:Password) true
ownerName n?

ownerPassword p?
loggedIn none

login(n?:Name, no loggedIn some loggedIn
p?:Password, n? = ownerName and n? != ownerName or true

report!:Report) p? = ownerPassword p? != ownerPassword
loggedIn loggedIn + n? = =
report! OK AUTH FAILED ALREADY IN

logout() true
loggedIn none

Δ addPhoto(p?:Photo,
report!:Report)

� ownerName in loggedIn � ownerName !in loggedIn
* * - true

* * * - - true
report! * * * - - AUTH FAILED

Fig. 8 Delta-table module
DTMRemoveAndOwner: A
photo can be removed only by
its owner

Δ removePhoto(l?:Int,
report!:Report)

� ownerName in loggedIn � ownerName !in loggedIn
* * - true

report! * * - AUTH FAILED

table module DTMGroups (Fig. 9) specifies a further level
of protection by requiring the owner to create users and to
associate each photo with the group of users that can view it.

The simple-core implementation of the Album PL (List-
ing 4) can therefore be understood as the DeltaFineFit
product-line declaration for the specification of the Album
PL, modulo the mapping that associates the delta-table
modules DTMBase, DTMRemove, DTMOwner, DTM-
RemoveAndOwner, and DTMOwner to the delta modules
DBase, DRemove, DOwner, DRemoveAndOwner, and
DOwner, respectively.

The specification of the Album PL (Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9)
uses the simple-core approach (cf. Sect. 3.4). The declara-
tion of the complex-core DeltaJ 1.5 implementation of the
Album PL given in Listing 10 can be used as a declaration of
a complex-core DeltaFineFit specification of the Album PL.

This is achieved by associating to the delta modules Dall,
DnoGroups, DnoOwner, and DnoRemove the appropri-
ate delta-table modules DTMall, DTMnoGroups, DTM-
noOwner, and DnoRemove, respectively. The tables of the
complex-core specification are available at the DeltaFineFit
home page [18]. Note that the tables of the core DTM for
the product with all features, DTMall, are the tables in the
specification of the product with all features.

In the following examples, we take a close look at some
of the specification tables from the figures.

Example 1 This example shows the application of the
ΔaddPhoto delta operation table of the delta-table module
DTMOwner to the operation table addPhoto of the base
product. The original operation table (from Fig. 3) is defined
as:
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Fig. 9 Delta-table module
DTMGroups: Only groups of
users authorized by the owner
may view photos in the album

Δ Atom Scope
User 4

Group 4

ΔState variable Type
groups Name → Group
users Name → User

members Group → User
passwords User → Password
groupPhotos Photo → Group

ownerPassword Name

ΔReport
WRONG PASSWORD
ALREADY IN
MISSING USERS
MISSING USER
REM OWNER
REM OWNER GROUP
NO GROUP
NO PHOTO

ΔInvariant name Invariant
validMembers members in ran[groups] → ran[users]
validPasswords passwords in ran[users] → one Password

validGroups groupPhotos in Photo → ran[groups]

Δ init(o?:User, p?:Password, n?:Name, ogn?:Name, og?:Group) true
ownerPassword −

passwords o? → p?
users n? → o?
groups ogn? → og?

members og? → o?
ownerGroupName ogn?

Δ addPhoto(p?:Photo, report!:Report)
*

**
*

* *
groupPhotos groupPhotos + p? → OWNER GROUP = = =

Δ viewPhotos(result!: seq Photo,
report!:Report)

-
one loggedIn no loggedIn

result! photoAt.elems none
report! OK AUTH FAILED

Δ login( * *
n?:Name, ∗�n? in dom[users] and ∗�n? !in dom[users] or *
p?:Password, passwords[users[n?]] = p? passwords[users[n?]] != p?
report!:Report) � p? = ownerPassword � true � true

loggedIn loggedIn + users[n?] = =

addPhoto(p?:Photo, #photoAt < MAX #photoAt ≥ MAX

report!:Report) p? !in ran[photoAt] p? in ran[photoAt] true

photoAt photoAt.add[p?] = =

report! OK PHOTO_EXISTS ALBUM_FULL

The delta-operation table (at the bottom of Fig. 7) is defined
as:

Δ addPhoto(
p?:Photo,
report!:Report)

� ownerName in loggedIn � ownerName !in loggedIn

* * - true
* * * - - true

report! * * * - - AUTH_FAILED

The application results in the following operation table:

addPhoto(
p?:Photo,
report!:Report)

ownerName in loggedIn ownerName
!in loggedIn

#photoAt < MAX #photoAt ≥ MAX true
p? !in ran[photoAt] p? in ran[photoAt] true true

photoAt photoAt.add[p?] = = =
report! OK PHOTO_EXISTS ALBUM_FULL AUTH_FAILED

Then, applying to the above table the following delta-
operation table ΔaddPhoto of the delta-table module DTM-
Groups (from Fig. 9)

Δ addPhoto(p?:Photo, report!:Report)
*

**
*

* *
groupPhotos groupPhotos + p? → OWNER_GROUP = = =

yields an operation table with an additional row (which
belongs to the specification of the product with features
Base, Owner and Groups). Here we use a new syntax,
where condition cells with a match operation span multiple
cells of a column. These condition cells in the corresponding
column of the original table are copied to the resulting table.

Note that using the following table to add the additional
row is not correct, because multiple variable cells occur
below a condition cell:
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Δ addPhoto(p?:Photo, report!:Report) *
groupPhotos groupPhotos + p? → OWNER_GROUP = = =

This is not a valid operation table, and delta tables must sat-
isfy the syntax of ordinary tables as defined in Fig. 2.

Example 2 Next, we consider applying the delta-operation
table Δlogin of DTMGroups to the operation table login
of DTMOwner. The original operation table login (last but
third table in Fig. 7) is:

login(n?:Name, no loggedIn some loggedIn
p?:Password, n? = ownerName and n? != ownerName or true
report!:Report) p? = ownerPassword p? != ownerPassword

loggedIn loggedIn + n? = =
report! OK AUTH_FAILED ALREADY_IN

The delta-operation table Δlogin (third table in Fig. 9) is
defined as:

Δ login(n?:Name, * *
p?:Password, ∗�n? in dom[users] and ∗�n? !in dom[users] or *
report!:Report) passwords[users[n?]] = p? passwords[users[n?]] != p?

� p? = ownerPassword � true � true
loggedIn loggedIn + users[n?] = =

As a result, the following operation table is generated:

login(
n?:Name,
p?:Password,
report!:Report)

no loggedIn some loggedIn
n? in dom[users] and
passwords[users[n?]] =
p?

n? !in dom[users] or
passwords[users[n?]] != p?

true

p? = ownerPassword true true
loggedIn loggedIn + users[n?] = =
report! OK AUTH_FAILED ALREADY_IN

5.2 Delta-oriented programming of the retrieve function
and of the driver

The retrieve function and the driver can be conveniently
programmed in a delta-oriented way by extending the SPL
with a new optional feature, FineFit, that when selected
generates a product that is equipped with the retrieve
method and the class extending the FineFitDriver base class
(cf. Sect. 2.3).

To this aim, the declaration of the Album PL is modified by
adding the feature FineFit and appending (after the last line
of the partitions block) the partitions with the delta modules
for adding the retrieve function and the driver. The resulting
declaration is given in Listing 11. There is no need for a
FineFit delta module corresponding to RemoveAndOwner
since it only changes the implementation of remove and
therefore does not affect the interface (cf. Listing 8).

The code of the delta module DBaseFineFit is given in
Listings 12. The complete code of all the delta modules is
available at [18].

1 SPL Album {
2 Features = {Base, Remove, Owner, Groups, FineFit}
3 Deltas = {DBase, DRemove, DOwner, DRemoveAndOwner,
4 DGroups, DBaseFineFit, DRemoveFineFit,
5 DOwnerFineFit, DGroupsFineFit}
6 Constraints { ... /∗ Same as in Listing 4 ∗/ }
7 Partitions {
8 ... /∗ Same as in Listing 4 ∗/
9 {DBaseFineFit} when (Base & FineFit);

10 {DRemoveFineFit} when (Remove & FineFit),
11 {DOwnerFineFit} when (Owner & FineFit);
12 {DGroupsFineFit} when (Groups & FineFit);
13 }
14 Products {
15 ... /∗ Same as in Listing 4 ∗/
16 A_BaseFineFit = {Base, FineFit};
17 A_RemoveFineFit = {Base, Remove, FineFit};
18 A_OwnerFineFit = {Base, Owner, FineFit};
19 A_RemoveOwnerFineFit = {Base, Remove, Owner,FineFit};
20 A_OwnerGroupsFineFit = {Base, Owner, Groups, FineFit};
21 A_OwnerRemoveGroupsFineFit = {Base, Remove, Owner,
22 Groups, FineFit};
23 }
24 }

Listing 11: Declaration of the Album PL extended with the products
equipped with code for FineFit testing

1 delta DBaseFineFit {
2
3 modifies it.unito.Album.ArrayPhotoAlbum {
4 import com.finefit.sut.IdMap;
5 import com.finefit.sut.State;
6 adds ... /∗ Same as in Listing 2 (bottom) ∗/
7 }
8
9 adds { package it.unito.Album;

10 ... /∗ Same as in Listing 3 ∗/
11 }
12
13 }

Listing 12: Delta module DBaseFineFit for adding the retrieve
method and the FineFitDriver class to the Base product of the Album
PL

5.3 Executing the tests

The product for a given feature configuration can be tested
by: (1) generating its FineFit specification from the DeltaFin-
eFit specification of the SPL, (2) generating a version
of the product equipped with the support code for using
FineFit, and (3) running FineFit. Note that the entire test-
ing procedure for any product is fully automatic once the
delta modules for implementing the feature FineFit have
been written and the SPL declaration has been extended
(cf. Sect. 5.2).

The number of products of an SPL can be exponen-
tial in the number of features. Testing all the products
may be therefore unfeasible, even when the entire testing
procedure is fully automatic (as in the case of DeltaFin-
eFit). This issue can be handled by using sample-based
SPL testing techniques [14–17], which address the prob-
lem of scalability by identifying a subset of products that
is supposed to cover relevant combinations of features.
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Thus, only the products in the identified subset have to
be generated and tested by applying single-system testing
techniques.

6 Evaluation of the approach

In this section, we briefly evaluate the benefits of integrating
data-refinement-based testing into delta-oriented SPL devel-
opment from both a qualitative and a quantitative perspective.

6.1 Qualitative evaluation

The DeltaFineFit product-line declaration and the DeltaJ
product-line declaration may be different in principle. For
instance (as an extreme case), the complex-core DeltaFineFit
specification of the Album PL can be used as a specification
of the simple-core DeltaJ implementation of the Album PL
(cf. Sects. 3.4 and 5.1). However, it is most effective to share
the same product-line declaration for both the specification
and the implementation, as illustrated in Sect. 5.1. There-
fore, the delta-table construct must be expressive enough to
allow delta-table modules to mimic delta modules, i.e., to
allow developers to establish a one-to-one correspondence
between delta-table modules and delta modules. Based on
our experiments, we believe that the delta-table construct
presented in this paper satisfies this requirement.

Overall, the proposed integration of data-refinement-
based testing with delta-oriented SPL development supports:

1. automatic generation of product specifications from
delta-table modules that correspond to the delta modules
by sharing the product-line declaration with the imple-
mentation;

2. automatic generation and inclusion of auxiliary code for
FineFit’s refinement-based testing into the products (cf.
Sect. 5.2); and

3. a clear layout of the commonalities and differences
between product configurations in both the product spec-
ifications and the auxiliary code needed for using FineFit.

6.2 Quantitative evaluation

In the following, we present a quantitative evaluation of
how concise is the specification of an SPL using the delta-
oriented approach compared with the specification that does
not use this approach. As case studies we considered the
simple-core-based development and the complex-core-based
development of the Album PL. Table 1 illustrates the size of
the specification of each of the six products of the Album
PL, where each product is specified separately (without
using the delta-oriented approach). In this counting scheme,
we counted all rows of the tables excluding the title row

for columns in constant, atom, state, and invariant tables.16

Using the information in Table 1, it is straightforward to com-
pute for each kind of table the total number of tables and rows
for all products (these numbers are presented in Table 2 in
the columns of the naive approach).

Table 2 illustrates a quantitative comparison of three dif-
ferent specification approaches for the Album PL study:

– naive specification (i.e., each product is specified sepa-
rately),

– simple-core delta-oriented specification, and
– complex-core delta-oriented specification.

The naive approach requires 69 tables with a total of 301
rows to specify the whole product line. Less than half the
number of tables (32) and rows (114) are required when
using DTMs in the simple-core delta-oriented specification
approach. The number of tables and rows in the complex-
core delta-oriented specification approach is bigger than in
the simple-core approach. Note that:

– DTMs in simple-core specifications define how to add
and expand tables,

– DTMs in complex-core specifications define how to
remove and trim tables, and

– the set of delta tables for expanding tables in the simple-
core specification has roughly the size (in the number
of both tables and rows) of the set of delta tables for
removing and trimming tables in the complex-core spec-
ification.

Therefore, the difference in the number of tables and rows is
mainly due to the fact that the DTM used to build the core
for complex-core specifications is lager than the one used
for simple-core specifications, in the number of both tables
(16 vs 8) and rows (93 vs 18)—c.f. Table 1. Conversely, the
complex-core specification has less DTMs.

It is worth to observe that the ability to support complex-
core specifications and, more general, the ability to build
specifications where the DTMs mimic the delta modules in
the implementation (cf. Sect. 6.1) makes it possible to use
DeltaFineFit in reactive and extractive SPL development (cf.
Sect. 3.4).

The case study confirms our expectations that the delta-
oriented specification approach reduces the size of the
specification of the SPL (both with the simple- and complex-
core approaches). The Album PL has only four features and
six products. We expect that these benefits will be even more
significant in more complex software product lines.

16 The first row of enumeration tables, which consists of an atom name,
was counted.
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Table 1 Size of the specifications of the six products of the Album PL without using DTMs

Features Base Base
remove

Base
owner

Base
remove
owner

Base owner
groups

Base remove
owner groups

Tables T L T L T L T L T L T L

Constants 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Atoms 1 3 1 3 1 5 1 5 1 7 1 7

Enumeration 1 3 1 4 1 6 1 7 1 14 1 14

State 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 4 1 8 1 8

Invariants 1 2 1 2 1 3 1 3 1 6 1 6

Operations 3 8 4 11 5 18 6 2 10 53 11 57

Total 8 18 9 22 10 37 11 42 15 89 16 93

T is the number of tables, and L is the total number of lines in these tables. The specification of the Base Album is illustrated in Fig. 3, and the
specifications of the other five products are available at the DeltaFineFit home page [18]

Table 2 Quantitative
comparison of specification
approaches

Approach Naive Simple-core delta oriented Complex-core delta oriented
Number of DTMs 6 5 4

Tables T L T L in Figures T L The tables are available
at the DeltaFineFit
home page [18]

(Δ)Constants 6 6 1 1 3 1 1

(Δ)Atoms 6 30 3 7 3, 7, 9 3 13

(Δ)Enumeration 6 48 3 15 3, 7, 9 4 28

(Δ)State 6 26 3 10 3, 7, 9 3 18

(Δ)Invariants 6 22 3 6 3, 7, 9 3 12

(Δ)Operation 39 169 11 75 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 26 103

Total 69 301 32 114 – 40 175 –

T is the number of tables, and L is the total number of lines in these tables. For the naive specification
approach, the specification of each of the six products of the Album PL can be considered as a core DTM
(remember that a constants/atoms/enumeration/state/invariants table can be considered as a delta table)

7 Related work

The use of a tabular notation to specify operations was
inspired by Parnas [6]. Tabular expressions can be repre-
sented and interpreted in many ways. Parnas proposes precise
definitions for ten varieties of tabular expressions [6]. We use
the simple and intuitive Vector Function Tables to describe
functions.

Various surveys deal with testing in SPLs; e.g., [31–34].
Delta tables leverage the idea of tabular notation to the spec-
ification of product lines. To the best of our knowledge, this
idea has not been proposed yet. The only papers introducing
similar operations on tables, also named delta tables, describe
updates or views on database, e.g., [35]. However, it seems
that this idea has not been proposed before to specify pro-
grams.

The approach proposed by Uzuncaova et al. [36] seems
the most related to our testing approach. The paper describes
a scope-bounded testing technique for programs in an SPL
developed by using the feature-oriented programming (FOP)

approach (cf. Sects. 1 and 3.4). In the FOP approach, a
program is a composition of feature modules, where each
module implements an increment in the functionality of the
program corresponding to a feature. This testing approach
differs from ours as their test suite enables only to add fea-
tures, whereas we allow also to remove features. Hence, the
test suite in [36] is monotonically extended with each addi-
tional feature. Using the Alloy Analyzer, tests are generated
and the correctness of the program is checked. Each feature
F is specified as an Alloy formula, and the Alloy specifi-
cation of a product is the conjunction of the specifications
for its features. To generate larger inputs, tests are generated
incrementally, as the analyzer is used each time on partial
specifications rather than on the complete specification of
the program. First, the analyzer solves the specification for
the Base feature (which corresponds to the base product),
and the created relations are used when running the analyzer
on the specification of a feature F that is composed with
Base. In our approach, we generate both the program and
its specification using the DOP approach, where a product is
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generated from another one by applying a delta operation that
may add or remove functionalities. The tests are then gener-
ated by considering the complete specification of a product.
However, when a program is a composition of features, i.e.,
when the delta modules do not use the remove operation, it
should be possible to apply our approach by using the incre-
mental approach as in [36].

More recently, Lochau et al. [37,38] proposed a model-
based SPL testing framework that is based on a delta-oriented
SPL test model and on regression-based test artifact gen-
eration. The framework comprises state machines as test
models extended with delta-oriented modeling concepts to
express variability. The framework is aimed to capture reuse
potential, reusing both (1) test cases for different product
variants and (2) test results across different products. In
our framework, no reuse of test cases or test results is cur-
rently supported. We believe that the technique proposed
in [37] could be applicable also to our approach, although
we are using a different specification language (Parnas
tables).

Proof systems for the verification of delta-oriented SPLs
have been recently proposed [39,40]. These approaches are
related to ours since they use DOP to generate a product
together with its specification; however, they aim at a formal
verification. Hähnle and Schaefer [40] presented a verifica-
tion approach for DOP that relies on the Liskov principle
for DOP; i.e, the specification of a method modified by a
delta module must entail the specification of the previous
versions of the method. This ensures that each delta mod-
ule can be verified by approximating called methods that are
defined in other delta modules by the specification of their
first introduction. In order to relax the restriction imposed
by the Liskov principle for DOP [40], Damiani et-al. [39]
suggest to use symbolic assumptions on called methods in
order to separate the specifications of method implementa-
tions from the requirements to method calls in a way which
is similar to lazy behavioral subtyping [41]. The idea is to
verify first each delta module in isolation, based on symbolic
assumption for methods calls that may be defined in other
delta modules, and then to verify each product based on the
already established specification for the used delta modules.
The combination of software verification and testing tech-
niques is encouraged due to their complementary strengths.
We believe that some ideas for combining verification and
testing that already had been implemented for a single sys-
tem (see [42]) could be applied to SPLs.

8 Conclusion and future work

We illustrated how the FineFit approach can be integrated
into DOP to support the development of correct software
product lines. Refinement-based testing is completely inte-

grated into the delta-oriented SPL development process.
Delta-oriented programming is used not only to generate
the system under test, but also to generate the FineFit
specification, the retrieve function, and the driver for each
product.

We would like to complete the development of the
DeltaFineFit tool chain. In particular, we would like to
improve the tool support for the delta-oriented programming
of the retrieve function and the driver by developing a tab-
ular notation that will be automatically translated into the
corresponding delta modules.

A type system for DOP, formalized for the minimal
core calculus Imperative Featherweight Delta Java
(IF�J) [7], guarantees that if an IF�J product line is well
typed then its product generation mapping is total and all
its products are well-typed Java programs (cf. Sect. 3.3). In
future work, we plan to formalize a suitable notion of well-
formed FineFit specification and to develop static analysis
techniques for checking whether the product generation map-
ping of a DeltaFineFit specification is total and all its products
are well-formed FineFit specifications. Moreover, we would
like to extend the DeltaFineFit approach to deal with dynamic
DOP [43,44].

We also plan to develop case studies to assess the effec-
tiveness of using DeltaFineFit with sample-based SPL testing
techniques (see Sect. 5.3) and to enhance DeltaFineFit by
exploring both the use of techniques for reusing test cases or
test results similar to [37] (cf. Sect. 7) and the use of test pri-
oritization techniques similar to [45]. Another enhancement
of DeltaFineFit that we would like to explore is the integra-
tion of verification techniques (see the discussion at the end
of Sect. 7).

Acknowledgements We thank the anonymous referees of PPPJ’13 for
valuable comments on a preliminary version of this paper and the anony-
mous SoSyM referees for many insightful comments and suggestions
for improving the paper.

Appendix 1: The structure and semantics of opera-
tion tables

A FineFit operation table is a predicate that specifies the
behavior of an operation as a relation between the model’s
state variables before the operation starts (the pre-state) and
after the operation completes (the post-state). It consists of
two major areas: an expression table and a precondition tree.
The expression table is a set of columns, where each column
defines the values of the state variables in the post-state, given
their values in the pre-state. The predcondition tree consists
of predicates that determine which columns to use in the def-
inition of the post-state. For example, consider the following
operation table:
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R(c?:Int) c? ≤ 0 c? > 0
x < 0 x ≥ 0 true

x = 0 x + c?
y = 0 x + y

The operation R has a single input parameter c? and deter-
mines the value of its two state variables x and y as follows:
If c? is positive, then the operation must set x to x + c? and
y to x + y (the right most column), otherwise, if c? is not
positive, the effect of the operation depends on the current
value of x . When x is not negative x and y must be set to zero
and when x is negative, then x and y do not change (their
value must be the same as it was when the operation started).
Note that the predicate for determining whether columns 1
and 217 are relevant for the specification is the conjunction
of the child predicates x < 0 and x ≥ 0 with their parent
predicate c? ≤ 0.

We now define the conditions necessary for the precondi-
tion part of the table to form a tree. Consider the precondition
part of the table as a matrix of cells. Then, each predicate
spans one or more consecutive cells (in the same row) and the
space that each predicate occupies must be included below
the space that its parent (the predicate above) occupies. For
example, the predicate x ≥ 0 occupies cell (2, 2) and its
parent, the predicate c? ≤ 0 occupies cells (1, 1), (1, 2).

Formally, consider a precondition part that is arranged in a
matrix of n rows bym columns of cells. The i-th row contains
a sequence of predicates, each occupying a span of one or

more cells. Let ki indicate the sequence of spans that each
predicate occupies (and therefore ki j is the j-th span in the
i-th row). For example, in the operation above, k1 = 2, 1
and k2 = 1, 1, 1. In order for the spans to describe a valid
precondition tree, three conditions must be met:

17 We do not count the left most column containing the state variables.

1. The sum of spans in each row must be equal to the number
of columns in the matrix:

|ki |∑

j=1

ki j = m

where |ki | is the number of elements in the i th sequence
of spans.

2. The cells that each predicate spans must be included
below the span of cells of its parent:

Si j ⊆ S(i−1)l for some 1 ≤ l ≤ m

where the span of cells of the j-th predicate in the i-th
row is

Si j =
j−1∑

l=1

kil + 1, . . . ,

j∑

l=1

kil

3. The last row (n) must consist of individual cells, that is

knj = 1 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m.

This arrangement ensures that the predicates form a tree
structure18 with m leaves, all occupying the last row. The
following matrix illustrates this structure:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3

2

1

There are three span sequences, one for each row:

k3 = 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 (3)

k2 = 3, 2, 2 (4)

k1 = 5, 2 (5)

18 In fact, this is a forest. However, it can be transformed into a tree by
adding an imaginary true as the parent of the predicates at the first row.
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We can see that each span is included below the span of its
parent. For example,

S2,2 = {4, 5} ⊆ S1,1 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}

We say that the precondition tree is well formed when it
satisfies the three conditions we have defined above. In the
rest of the discussion, we always assume that we are working
with well-formed precondition trees. Given a column i , we
define the guard for this column as the conjunction of the
leaf that occupies the i-th column and all its ancestors. Let
v̄′ = v′

1, . . . , v
′
l be the state space vector. Let c̄i be the i-th

column of the expression table. Then, the meaning of the
operation specification is:

v̄′ ∈ {c̄i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m ∧ guard(i)}

That is, the value of the state variables vector in the post-
state can be equal to the value of any of the expression table
columns whose guard was true in the pre-state.
The semantics of individual predicates and expressions is
explained in [3].

Appendix 2: The algorithm that computes the apply
function

We provide (in Sect. “Executable specification in Haskell”)
a Haskell executable specification of the apply function (cf.
Sect. 4.2.1) and present (in Sect. “The Java implementation”)
its Java implementation. Note that in this paper all the tables
resulting from delta-table application have been generated
using this implementation.

Executable specification in Haskell

The executable specification of the algorithm that computes
the apply function is provided as a program written in Haskell
(Listing 13).

Haskell is a functional programming language with a syn-
tax that strongly resembles the usual mathematical notation
for defining function by cases, via pattern matching. The
Haskell code and the comments in Listing 13 should be
almost self-explanatory. In the following, we shortly explain
some technicalities. The expression contained in an ordinary
table cell and in a delta-table cell containing the insert or
replace operators is represented using the standard library
typeString (Line 3). Both ordinary tables and delta tables are
represented as trees, where each node corresponds to a cell.
A tree that represents a table (ordinary or delta) is expressed
as a value of the recursive data type Table (Line 10)—a value
of type Table describes the root cell and the list of its imme-
diate subtrees. The data type Table has five data constructors
(each describes a different kind of node): Basic, Insert, and

Replace (all have arity two), Match and Remove (arity
one).19 Ordinary tables are represented by using only the
data constructor Basic, while delta tables are represented by
using only the other data constructors, which correspond to
the delta-table operators.

Example 3 (Representation of ordinary tables and delta
tables in Haskell) Since ordinary tables may have more than
one cell in their first row, they are always encoded by adding
a top node containing the string “ROOT”. Delta tables are
therefore encoded by adding a top node containing the match
operator (matching the top node in the ordinary tables). The
following ordinary and delta tables

A
C D
1 2
i ii

∗
�I �J

− ∗ ∗ −
− ∗ ∗�X −
− ∗ ∗�Y −

are respectively represented by the following values of type
Table:

Basic "ROOT" [Basic "A" [Basic "C" [Basic "1" [Basic "i" []]],
Basic "D"[Basic "2" [Basic "ii" []]]]]

Match [Match [Insert "I" [Remove [Remove [Remove []]],
Match [Match [Match []]]],

Insert "J" [Match [Replace "X" [Replace "Y" []]],
Remove [Remove [Remove []]]]]]

The Haskell function apply (Lines 15–64) corresponds to
the apply function (introduced in Sect. 4.2.1) that executes
the delta operations of the delta table. To improve readability,
we have not modeled the behavior described in Remark 2 of
Sect. 4.2.1.

Line 30 declares the type of the apply function. The first
argument of the function apply has type Maybe Table. The
standard library Maybe data type has two constructors: the
unary data constructor Just and the constant Nothing. It
is used to specify optional values: A value of type Maybe
Table either contains a table t (represented as Just t), or it
is empty (represented as Nothing).

The standard library function concat takes two lists and
returns their concatenation. The standard library function
zipWith calls a given function pairwise on each member
of both lists, returning a list. For the convenience of readers,
zipWith’s code is as follows:
zipWith :: (a −> b −> c) −> [a] −> [b] −> [c]
zipWith _ [] _ = []
zipWith _ _ [] = []
zipWith f (x:xs) (y:ys) = (f x y) : zipWith f xs ys

Example 4 (An execution of the Haskell function apply)
Consider the following delta-table application, which already
has been presented at the end of Sect. 4.2.1 (recall that the
numbers to the left of the cells denote the recursion step):

19 Adding deriving(Show) at the end of a data declaration enables
printing instances on standard output.
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1: A
2,3: C

4: 1
5: i
6: w

apply

1: ∗
2: �I
3: ∗
4: ∗�D
5: −
6: ∗

yields

1: A
2: I
3: C
4: D
6: w

The above delta-table application can be defined by append-
ing to the code in Listing 13 the following three lines:20

t = Basic "ROOT" [Basic "A" [Basic "C" [Basic "l" [Basic "i"
[Basic "w" []]]]]]

dt = Match [Match [Insert "I" [Match [Remove [Insert "D"
[Remove [Match []]]]]]]]

main = print (apply Nothing t dt)

Executing the main program yields
Basic "ROOT" [Basic "A" [Basic "I" [Basic "C" [Basic "D" [Basic "w" []]]]]]

The Java implementation

The Java implementation of the algorithm that computes the
apply function is given in Listings 14 and 15. A cell of a table
is represented by the Node class which extends the Vector
class. Tables are represented as trees, and an object of class
Node represents a cell, which is the root of a subtree, and
contains (in the Vector’s elements) the reference to the roots
of the immediate subtrees.

The applyPrime method (Lines 16–23 in Listing 14) cor-
responds to the apply′ function (introduced in Sect. 4.3). It
first calls (Line 19) the prepare method (which applies the
rules described in Sect. 4.3) and then invokes (Line 21) the
applymethod (Lines 30–64 in Listing 14). Theapplymethod
corresponds to the apply function (introduced in Sect. 4.2.1
and specified in Sect. 1). When calling the apply method,
the this object is the current node of the delta table, and orig
and res are the current nodes of the original table and of the
resulting table, respectively.

The body of the apply method implements the recursive
walking of the parse tree, which is controlled by the opera-
tions in the cells of the delta table and, therefore, describes
how each operation works. The first part of the method
(Lines 36–50) reads the operation of the current delta node
and updates the content of the resulting node; Lines 40–46
implement the behavior described in Remark 2 of Sect. 4.2.1.
The second part of the method (Lines 52–62) is responsible
for the recursive call.21 At each recursive call (Lines 43, 56,
and 60), the method getOrCreateChild(i), which creates the

20 Adding a definition for the name main makes Listing 13 a complete
program.
21 Line 37 is a special case, where ∗ matches multiple condition cells.

1 module Main where
2
3 type Expr = String
4
5 −− |A table is a tree that consists of the following nodes:
6 −− 1. Basic nodes that represent the expressions in Finefit tables.
7 −− 2. Match, Remove, Insert, and Replace nodes, that represent
8 −− the operations of the delta tables.
9

10 data Table = Basic Expr [Table]
11 | Match [Table] | Remove [Table] |
12 Insert Expr [Table] | Replace Expr [Table]
13 deriving(Show)
14
15 −− |We assume that the tables given to the apply function,
16 −− have a correct structure. For example, that each
17 −− table is a tree rooted at a dummy node, the original table has
18 −− only basic expression nodes, and so on.
19 −− The complete system checks that the tables have the correct
20 −− structure, adding these checks to the specification would
21 −− hinder understanding the essential ideas.
22 −− The apply function takes the following arguments:
23 −− 1. the parent of the node in the original table (or the constant
24 −− Nothing, if the node is the root),
25 −− 2. the node itself,
26 −− 3. the corresponding node in the delta table.
27 −− The function returns the sequence of nodes that corresponds
28 −− to the new table.
29
30 apply :: Maybe Table −> Table −> Table −> [Table]
31
32 −− |Some notes on the recursive specification of the function:
33 −− 1. We divide the specification into several cases by pattern
34 −− matching on the kinds of delta table nodes
35 −− (each kind of delta table operator node has its own case).
36 −− 2. In all cases, we take care to pass the correct parent for
37 −− the nodes in the recursive call.
38 −− Applying a delta table match operator to a node of the original
39 −− table, keeps the content of the original table, and
40 −− recursively applies the children of the match node,
41 −− to those of the original node.
42
43 apply _ node (Match deltas) =
44 [Basic (content node) (apply_to_children node deltas)]
45
46 −− |Applying a delta table remove to a node of the original table,
47 −− replaces the node by its children
48 −− (after they are transformed by the children of the delta table node).
49 −− This case is the reason why apply returns a list of tables.
50
51 apply _ node (Remove deltas) = apply_to_children node deltas
52
53 −− |Applying a delta table insert to a node of the original table,
54 −− inserts a new node as the child of the
55 −− original node’s parent, and all of the parent’s children
56 −− (including the original node) as the children of
57 −− the newly inserted node.
58
59 apply (Just parent) _ (Insert e’ deltas) =
60 [Basic e’ (apply_to_ children parent deltas)]
61
62 −− Replace is implemented in terms of remove followed by insert
63
64 apply p x (Replace e cs) = apply p x (Insert e [Remove cs])
65
66 −− |To process the children of a table node against a sequence
67 −− of delta table operators, we traverse both lists,
68 −− calling apply on each pair of corresponding nodes.
69 −− This generates a list of lists, that we then
70 −− concatenate to form the result.
71
72 apply_to_children parent deltas = concat (zipWith
73 (apply (Just parent)) (children parent) deltas)
74
75 children :: Table −> [Table]
76 children (Basic _ xs) = xs
77
78 content :: Table −> Expr
79 content (Basic c _) = c

Listing 13: Executable specification of the algorithm that computes
the apply function introduced in Sect. 4.2.1; the behavior described in
Remark 2 is not modeled
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1 import java.util.Vector;
2
3 /∗ The Node class represents a cell of a table. Subnodes
4 represent cells below this cell. ∗/
5
6 public class Node extends Vector<Node>{
7
8 public enum Op {nop,match,remove,insert,replace};
9 public Op op = Op.nop; //Default is no operation

10 public String val = ""; //Value or content of the cell
11 public boolean cond = false; //true if this node is a
12 condition node and not a value node
13
14 public Node(String val){this.val=val;}
15
16 /∗ "this" represents the root of the delta table. "orig" is
17 the root of the original table. ∗/
18 public Node applyPrime(Node orig){ //corresponds to the function

apply′ of Section 4.3
19 prepare(orig, this);
20 Node result = new Node("<root>");
21 apply(orig, result);
22 return result;
23 }
24
25
26 public static void prepare(Node orig, Node delta){...}
27 //See Section 4.3
28
29
30 /∗ The parameters "this", "orig", and "res" represent the
31 current node (or cell) of the delta table, original table, and
32 resulting table, respectively. ∗/
33 public void apply(Node orig, Node res){ /∗corresponds to the
34 function apply of Section 4.2.1∗/
35
36 switch(op){
37 case nop: break;
38 case remove: res.op = Op.remove; //no break here
39 case match: res.val = unifyValue(orig.val);
40 if(isLastConditionNode() && !orig.isLastConditionNode())
41 { //see Remark 2 in Section 4.2.1
42 for(int i=0; i<orig.size(); i++){
43 apply(orig.get(i), res.getOrCreateChild(i, cond));
44 }
45 return;
46 }
47 break;
48 case insert: res.val = val; break;
49 case replace: res.val = val; break;
50 }
51
52 for(int i=0; i<size(); i++){
53 if(orig.size()==0 && get(i).op==Op.replace){ get(i).op=Op.insert; }
54
55 if(get(i).op==Op.insert){
56 get(i).apply(orig, res.getOrCreateChild(i, cond));
57 }else{
58 if(orig.size()==0) break;
59 Node newOrig = (i<orig.size()? orig.get(i) : orig.lastElement() );
60 get(i).apply(newOrig, res.getOrCreateChild(i, cond));
61 }
62 }
63 res.deleteTemporaryRemoveNodes();
64 } // end of method apply
65
66
67 ... // See Listing 15
68
69 } // end of class Node

Listing 14: Java implementation of the algorithms that compute the
apply′ and apply functions

1 /∗ Returns true if this node is a condition node and its child
2 nodes are non−condition (value) nodes.∗/
3 public boolean isLastConditionNode(){
4 if(!cond) return false;
5 if(size()==0) return true;
6 if(get(0).cond) return false; //For simplicity only one
7 //child is checked.
8 return true;
9 }

10
11 /∗ Returns the i’th subnode. If the subnode does not exist,
12 then it is create and returned. ∗/
13 public Node getOrCreateChild(int i, boolean cond){
14 if(i<size()){
15 return get(i);
16 }else{
17 Node tmp = new Node("");
18 tmp.cond = cond;
19 tmp.op = Op.nop;
20 add(tmp);
21 return getOrCreateChild(i, cond);
22 }
23 }
24
25 /∗ Replaces each child of this node that is marked as
26 remove "−" by its grand children.
27 The algorithm operates recursively until no child is
28 marked with remove "−".∗/
29 protected void deleteTemporaryRemoveNodes(){
30 boolean childRemoved=false;
31 do{
32 childRemoved=false;
33 for(int i=0; i<size();i++){
34 Node child = get(i);
35 if(child.op==Node.Op.remove){ //Replace the removed
36 child by its children
37 remove(i);
38 for(int j=i,k=0; k<child.size();k++,j++){
39 insertElementAt(child.get(k), j);
40 }
41 childRemoved = true;
42 break;
43 }
44 }
45 }while(childRemoved);
46 }
47
48 /∗ If the delta value is "∗", then origVal is returned.
49 Otherwise all occurrences
50 of "∗" in the delta value are replace with origVal.
51 E.g., "x" apply "(∗)+y" yields "x+y".∗/
52 public String unifyValue(String origVal){
53 if(val.equals("*"))
54 return origVal;
55 else
56 return val.replaceAll("(*)",origVal);
57 }

Listing 15: Helper methods of the apply method

nodes of the resulting table, is called; it either returns the i-th
subnode if it already exists, or it creates the i-th subnode and
returns it. We now continue illustrating the apply method
using small examples. (An example of an execution trace of
the method apply is provided in Example 5.)

The loop that begins in Line 52 iterates over the siblings of
the current delta-table node. This means that if at the current
level the original table has more cells than the delta table,
then the additional cells are ignored. For example:

A B C apply ∗ ∗ yields

A B
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If the delta table has more cells than the original table at the
current level, the last cell of the original table is repeatedly
used when processing the additional operations of the delta
table (Line 53). For example:

A B apply ∗ ∗ ∗ yields

A B B

If the original table contains no cells at the current level and
the current operation of the delta table is ∗ or −, the remaining
operations of the delta table on the current branch are ignored
(Line 52).

A apply
∗
∗ yields A

If the original table contains no cells at the current level and
the current operation of the delta table is � or ∗ �, a cell
with the value of the insert or replace operations is inserted
(Line 50) in the resulting table. Line 47 maps in this case the
replace operation to an insert operation. For example:

A apply
∗

�B
∗�C

yields
A
B
C

It is therefore possible to extend a table with new variable and
value rows by using either the insert or replace operation.

The algorithm traverses the original table and the delta
table in parallel. The recursive call in Line 54 is respon-
sible for the operations match, remove, and replace.22 The
recursive call in Line 50 handles the insert operation, where
the current node of the original table is passed as the first
argument rather than the current child of the original table.
Delaying the recursive step on the original table results in the
described semantics of the insert operation.

The recursive call in Line 37 is used for convenience.
If either the remove or the match operation occurs as the
last condition in a condition hierarchy, but the condition
cell c of the original table has additional subconditions (this
is checked by isLastConditionNode()), the remove or the
match operation is applied to all subcondition of c. For exam-
ple, let A, B, and C be condition cells, then

A
B C

apply ∗ yields
A

B C

The reader may have noticed that unlike the other oper-
ations, the remove operation is not handled in the loop in
Lines 52–62. When a remove operation occurs, a tempo-
rary cell is created in the resulting table that is marked to
be removed (Line 38). The marked cells are removed in
Line 57. Removing nodes at the end of the recursion simpli-
fies the implementation, because removing a node c pulls up

22 If replace is not substituted by insert in Line 47.

its children c1, . . . , cn to the current level. Hence, by remov-
ing a node the number of siblings at the current level may
decrease, stay constant, or increase. In the following exam-
ple, we assume that A is not a condition cell.

A B
C D E

apply ∗ − yields

A D E

Example 5 (An execution trace of the method apply) For a
complete example consider the following delta-table appli-
cation, which already has been presented at the end of
Sect. 4.2.1 and in Example 4 of “Executable specification
in Haskell” of appendix:

1: A
2,3: C

4: 1
5: i
6: w

apply

1: ∗
2: �I
3: ∗
4: ∗�D
5: −
6: ∗

yields

1: A
2: I
3: C
4: D
6: w

Executing the method apply in (Lines 34–64) will result in
the following recursive invocations of the method:

Recursion step this orig res

0 < root > < root > < root >

1 ∗ A A
2 �I C I
3 ∗ C C
4 ∗�D 1 D
5 − i −
6 ∗ w w

At the end of the last recursion step of the apply algorithm
(Line 57 in Listing 14), the method deleteTemporaryRe-
moveNodes is called which removes the temporary “−”
node from the resulting tree res that is introduced at recur-
sion step 5.
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